
TOPAZ 12
THE TOPAZ 12 IS THE SMALLEST CATAMARAN IN
THE TOPAZ CAT RANGE.

IT IS A MODERN AND STYLISH, PERFORMANCE CAT
DESIGNED FOR PRE-TEENS AND YOUNG-TEENS TO
GET SAILING AS EARLY AS POSSIBLE.

CAR TOPPABLE
Lightweight

TRILAM
CONSTRUCTION

CREW
One child

Two children
Child & adult

TRAPEZE
Single trapeze

BRIEF
SPECIFICATION
Length 3.65m
Beam 1.78m

PLEASE TURN OVER FOR MORE INFORMATION

“Great news for sailing
schools, clubs, holiday
companies and the young
sailors who will always want
to be on the water in this
great little performer”

“”

YACHTS
YACHTING

AWARDSWINNER LEARN TO SAIL



Catamarans provide young children with a great
introduction to sailing. They can learn quickly to sail
while looking cool on a tremendously stable and with
plenty of space to have fun on the trampoline. The high
volume hull is equally at home with one or two junior
sailors, or an instructor with a crew.

Learning to sail in a fast and fun catamaran offers an
exciting and appealing pathway for a young sailor. And
the Topaz 12 oozes quality. The pedigree of the Loday/
White design team is clearly evident. The 12 is very well
thought out with loads of clever features. The
combination of just the right level of simplicity with an
extremely high specificatio all adds up to make the
boat supremely user friendly.

The Topaz Cat 12 comes with an easily handled reefin
mainsail and jib. The Dacron mainsail is radial cut to
optimise performance with control. There is the luxury
of a trapeze for the crew and it is easy to get up and
out on the wire because of the unique Topaz Cat non-
slip surface. The 12 tacks easily and provides perfectly
behaved controllable performance. And an asymmetric
spinnaker provides a power-boost switch which adds
yet another level of excitement and progression.

The Topaz 12 rigging is very simple and
straightforward. Non-stretch halyards are cleated at the
base of the mast with no need for a fiddl masthead
locking system. Halyards can be tucked away neatly in a
bag next to the all-important righting line, ensuring the
trampoline is uncluttered and easy for the crew to
move around.

The Topaz 12 comes with fully adjustable rudder
system. The kind of kit that you would only normally
fin on expensive top of the range racing catamaran.
However, the blades are injection moulded plastic so
they are very tough and durable which is just what is
required on a teaching catamaran.

Safety features include a fully sealed mast to ensure
that should the 12 be capsized it will floa on its side
rather than inverting. Righting lines and weight placed
aft on the hull means righting the boat is effortless
even for very lightweight crew.

The Topaz Cat 12 is tough, light and stiff with a totally
modern design that combines high volume bows with a
high-aspect rig, helping to make the 12 the real deal on
the water. The durable and robust hull construction and
the highest specificatio equipment throughout as
standard make the Cat 12 a pleasure to sail and keeps
gear failure to a minimum.

Length

Beam

Total Rigged Weight

Crew

Trapeze

Construction

Sails

Sail Area (excl spi)

Mailsail

Jib

Gennaker

SCHRS Rating

3.65m

1.78m

85kg

1-2

TRILAM Polyethylene

Dacron

6.91m2

5.56m2

1.35m2

Topaz 12 Topaz 12 X

Single

-

1.450

Single

7.05m2

1.400
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